10 Reasons why you should work with SATELLITE
1. Reliable and flexible support for e-learning content creation and
management strategies
If your e-learning content is produced by different departments and/or agencies
in different locations. You need a tool that enables smooth collaboration between
departments / agencies and your business. Not only should defined production
standards and procedures be adhered to, but also translations and/or
adjustments should be carried out quickly within a quality assured environment.
In SATELLITE country-specific localisation and versioning of language
translations can all be handled in a single project. Production templates and
standards are maintained within a FRAMEWORK that ensures consistent
standards are easily implemented across departments/agencies.
2. Simple variant and version management
If you produce e-learning content in different languages or variants and want to
retain control and overview at all times.
With SATELLITE you can create several language and/or variants from a master
course. Content in the variant courses can be linked to the master course so that
changes made to the master course also appear in the variant courses.
Integrated version management also gives you variable backup options to
restore older versions of the course.
3. Sophisticated roles and rights system
If you work with various internal departments or external agencies on an elearning course and want to flexibly combine internal and external resources.
A roles and rights access management system is integrated into SATELLITE,
through which each party only gets access to the content and functionality that is
necessary for their task.
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4. Always up-to-date
If you need a lot of bespoke e-learning templates and application functionality for
your company. However, in the future you want your bespoke functionality to
work within the most recent versions of your authoring tool and production
platform.
With the browser-based authoring platform SATELLITE you can use a
FRAMEWORK that ensures a consistent and standardised production process
for learning content without being cut off from further tool development.
5. Flexible formats: Single-Source Publishing
If you need e-learning courses or associated resources in different output
formats.
With SATELLITE you can publish your e-learning courses and other content in a
variety of formats - from SCORM web-based training to presentations, eBooks
and PDFs.
6. Smart team working
If your project team is spread over different locations you will need a tool that
allows simultaneous and collaborative work on a project in real time.
With the browser-based SATELLITE production platform you can develop and
coordinate your e-learning projects in real time. Each project member has
access to the latest project version - according to their role and rights. To
prevent accidentally overwriting other users’ content within a project our lock
feature works at the course, chapter and individual page levels to give authors
full control over their own editing. An integrated internal communication system
for messages and tasks linked to specific content items completes the perfect
collaboration tool.
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7. A single platform with two authoring interfaces
You want to quickly turn your training content into e-learning courses, but your
trainers / subject matter experts are not trained e-learning authors.
With SATELLITE two customisable editing interfaces are provided. The FASTTRAIN editor can be used for rapid-authoring, localisation and reuse of existing
content to create “Learning Nuggets”. The EVOLUTION³ editor can be used to
create sophisticated structured content, course variants or to refine the content
that has been created using the FAST-TRAIN editor.

8. Tailor Made Service
Not only do you need a good authoring tool with reliable support to assist you,
but you also need additional resources to help build or customise your e-learning
courses?
CBTL offers you both technical and instructional design support as needed. In
addition, we are always happy to assist you in the creation of your e-learning
courses.
9. Flexible e-learning content production workflows
Unforeseen developments in a project are not uncommon. Therefore, a platform
that can be flexibly adapted to your workflows and processes, should be
indispensable for you?
Not only does SATELLITE offer anytime, anywhere online browser-based
access, extensive roles and rights system, messaging and task collaboration
tools, diverse single-source publishing options, translation and reporting tools,
etc. It also allows the interfaces to be customised for different roles or different
functionality to be included in different templates.
10. Developed by content creators for content creators for nearly 20 years
We use SATELLITE ourselves on a daily basis and continuously develop the tool
further - based on our own experience and the requirements of our customers.
We build these new features into the standard configuration of SATELLITE - so
that you have the most powerful tools that are always up to date and adaptable
to your own special requirements at any time.

